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Structure / Conclusions
Part I. SLU != NLU
Situated Language Understanding is different from NLU 

Situated Language Understanding is continuous context 
understanding and coordination

 

Part II. SuperGLUE, BigBench, etc. : NLU  ::   
                               Dialogue Games : SLU
SLU must be studied with different instruments than NLU 

SLU must be studied with carefully designed Dialogue Games

2

(Preview of forthcoming 
position / survey paper…)
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Situated Language Understanding is a multi-party process 
with tightly intervowen linguistic and non-ling. elements
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Part I. SLU != NLU
Situated Language Understanding is  

different from NLU
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The Puzzle
SuperGLUE (Wang et al. 2019)

5

What causes a change in motion? The application of a force. Any 
time an object changes motion, a force has been applied. In what 
ways can this happen? Force can cause an object at rest to start 
moving. Forces can cause objects to speed up or slow down. 
Forces can cause a moving object to stop. Forces can also cause 
a change in direction. In short, forces cause changes in motion. 
The moving object may change its speed, its direction, or both. 
We know that changes in motion require a force. We know that 
the size of the force determines the change in motion. How much 
an objects motion changes when a force is applied depends on 
two things. It depends on the strength of the force. It also depends 
on the objects mass. Think about some simple tasks you may 
regularly do. You may pick up a baseball. This requires only a 
very small force.

Would the mass of a baseball affect how much 
force you have to use to pick it up?

Yes ✔

Amazon’s Alexa

Liam Fedus, ST-MoE-32B: 91.2
“A sparsely activated Mixture-of-Expert model with 269B 
parameters, FLOP-matched to a 32B parameter dense 
model. Pre-trained on C4 corpus (Raffel et al., 2019).”

Are the lights upstairs switched off?
You don’t have a group ca!ed “the lights 
upstairs”. There is a group “upstairs 
lights” and a group “kitchen”.
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very small force.

Would the mass of a baseball affect how much 
force you have to use to pick it up?

Yes ✔

Amazon’s Alexa

Liam Fedus, ST-MoE-32B: 91.2
“A sparsely activated Mixture-of-Expert model with 269B 
parameters, FLOP-matched to a 32B parameter dense 
model. Pre-trained on C4 corpus (Raffel et al., 2019).”

https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2021/12/alexa-
tells-10-year-old-to-try-a-shocking-tiktok-challenge/

The challenge is simple: plug in a phone charger about halfway into a 
wall outlet, then touch a penny to the exposed prongs. The resulting 
sparks are supposed to be cool enough to win you instant internet 
fame. (Obviously, do NOT attempt this!)
https://ourcommunitynow.com/news-national/watch-out-parentsthe-viral-
outlet-challenge-has-kids-doing-the-unthinkable

https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2021/12/alexa-tells-10-year-old-to-try-a-shocking-tiktok-challenge/
https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2021/12/alexa-tells-10-year-old-to-try-a-shocking-tiktok-challenge/
https://ourcommunitynow.com/news-national/watch-out-parentsthe-viral-outlet-challenge-has-kids-doing-the-unthinkable
https://ourcommunitynow.com/news-national/watch-out-parentsthe-viral-outlet-challenge-has-kids-doing-the-unthinkable
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The Puzzle
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Blender Bot (Roller et al. 2020)  
[3B model, blended skills, persona]

[TransformerGenerator]: My favorite band is Led 
Zeppelin. 

Enter Your Message: Where are they from? 
[TransformerGenerator]: They were formed in 1962 in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

Enter Your Message: Have you read this somewhere? 
Where can I check that? 
[TransformerGenerator]: I'm sure you can find it on 
Wikipedia. They were formed in 1981. 

Enter Your Message: Hey, I just checked on 
Wikipedia. Led Zeppelin are from London, England. 
[TransformerGenerator]: Yes, they are. They were 
formed in 1962 in London, Oxfordshire.
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What causes a change in motion? The application of a force. Any 
time an object changes motion, a force has been applied. In what 
ways can this happen? Force can cause an object at rest to start 
moving. Forces can cause objects to speed up or slow down. 
Forces can cause a moving object to stop. Forces can also cause 
a change in direction. In short, forces cause changes in motion. 
The moving object may change its speed, its direction, or both. 
We know that changes in motion require a force. We know that 
the size of the force determines the change in motion. How much 
an objects motion changes when a force is applied depends on 
two things. It depends on the strength of the force. It also depends 
on the objects mass. Think about some simple tasks you may 
regularly do. You may pick up a baseball. This requires only a 
very small force.

Would the mass of a baseball affect how much 
force you have to use to pick it up?

AYes✔

Amazon’s Alexa

Liam Fedus, ST-MoE-32B: 91.2
“A sparsely activated Mixture-of-Expert model with 269B 
parameters, FLOP-matched to a 32B parameter dense 
model. Pre-trained on C4 corpus (Raffel et al., 2019).”

Are the lights upstairs switched off?
You don’t have a group ca!ed “the lights 
upstairs”. There is a group “upstairs 
lights” and a group “kitchen”.

A person who’s good at SuperGLUE would be said to understand the language well.
And we’d expect them to be able to do the right-hand side things easily.
What’s missing?
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Part I. SLU != NLU
Situated Language Understanding is  

different from NLU

9

• Observation 1: Current models are fairly good at the one, but not so 
great at the other.
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NLU & SLU
• answering a given question, 

based on a given text 
segment

• relating two text segments 
logically 

• entailment, 
contradiction, neutral

• cause, effect

• (producing a related text: 
translation, summary, …)

10

• answering a given question, 
in a currently helpful 
manner

• contributing to a 
conversation, in an 
appropriate way 
 
 

• doing something as response 
to a request
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NLU & SLU
• context for task is the present 

language material + weights

• intended input meaning is as 
much as possible contained in 
the linguistic material

• time doesn't matter

• understanding of meaning of 
language material required 
(for people)

• type of tasks that are hard for 
people / require formal 
education; for people: NLU → 
SLU

11

• context is built up over 
interaction(s), or formed by 
current situation, or both

• intended meaning is often just as 
much suggested by situation as it 
is by language

• time is part of the context

• understanding of situation & 
effects of utterances required 
(for people)

• often something that comes easy 
to people; doesn't presuppose 
being good at GLUE-type tasks
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Part I. SLU != NLU
Situated Language Understanding is  

different from NLU

12

• Observation 1: Current models are fairly good at the one, but not so 
great at the other.

• Observation 2: NLU tasks are specifically set up so as to be as context-
free as possible. SLU tasks are, well, situated.
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• Observation 1: Current models are fairly good at the one, but not so 
great at the other.

• Observation 2: NLU tasks are specifically set up so as to be as context-
free as possible. SLU tasks are, well, situated.

• Observation 3: NLU tasks are specifically set up so as to fit to the 
available (ML) methods. SLU tasks require different framing.
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NLU & SLU
• NLU (the NLP framing):

•  , calls are i.i.d.

• , where , calls are i.i.d.

• , where , called per turn

• SLU (the update framing): 

• , where f is understood as update function, called on 
minimal units of observation

• C must be more comprehensive (contain extra-ling. material)

• f must do more

• learning must be possible

f(C, Θ) = ̂y, y ∈ $
f(C, Θ) = u u ∼ P(X |C; Θ)
f(C, Θ) = (C′ , Θ) C′ = (C; a), a ∼ P(X |C; Θ)

f(C, Θ) = (C′ , Θ′ )

14
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ChatGPT…

15

• “This is just a question of time. ChatGPT (et al.) will be able to do 
everything.”

• Framing still is: , where , 
called per turn

• It might be possible to turn many situated tasks into text-
adventures (“You are a robot with two arms. You are in a 
cluttered room. You see two cupboards and a desk. You 
are trying to be helpful. You have been given the 
instruction ‘Find the screwdriver’. You [MASK].”)

• This requires managing C. And it leaves f untouched.

f(C, Θ) = (C′ , Θ) C′ = (C; a), a ∼ P(X |C; Θ)
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Part I. SLU != NLU
Situated Language Understanding is  

different from NLU
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• Observation 1: Current models are fairly good at the one, but not so 
great at the other.

• Observation 2: NLU tasks are specifically set up so as to be as context-
free as possible. SLU tasks are, well, situated.

• Observation 3: NLU tasks are specifically set up so as to fit to the 
available (ML) methods. SLU tasks require different framing.

• Question: What exactly do C and  need to cover, and what does u 
need to do?

Θ
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• Question: What exactly do C and  need to cover, and what does u 
need to do?

Θ

We need an example!
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A SciFi Story

19
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Together with your friendly helper robot, you are assembling flat 
packed furniture.

“Can you fetch the box cutter from the drawer in the other 
room?”, you say.

“Which one, it’s not in the one with the other tools”, comes the 
voice from the other room.

Later, the two of you look at step 24 of the instructions. You look 
at a connector, and wonder whether it’s of type 23567, which is 
what you need now. “No, that’s not it”, robot says.

“The torx?”, you say and point to a tool. “Sure, here you go. So 
that’s a torx?”

20

A SciFi Story
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What does RØBØT know?
Together with your friendly helper robot, you are assembling flat 
packed furniture.

“Can you fetch the box cutter from the drawer in the other 
room?”, you say.

“Which one, it’s not in the one with the other tools”, comes the 
voice from the other room.

Later, the two of you look at step 24 of the instructions. You look 
at a connector, and wonder whether it’s of type 23567, which is 
what you need now. “No, that’s not it”, robot says.

“The torx?”, you say and point to a tool. “Sure, here you go. So 
that’s a torx?”

21

• Question: What exactly do C and  need to cover, and what does u 
need to do?

Θ
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Language Model

World Model

Situation Model

Discourse Model

Agent Model
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Language Model

World Model

Situation Model

Discourse Model

Agent Model

What kind of knowledge does 
agent need to bring, and build up?
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What kind of knowledge does 
agent need to bring, and build up?

29

Language Model

World Model

Situation Model

Discourse Model

Agent Model

(Chomsky 1957)

(Murphy 2002; Margolis & Laurence 2015)

(Johnson-Laird 1983, van Dijk & Kintsch 1983)

(Kamp 1981, Heim 1983, Asher & Lascarides 2001)

(Bratman 1987, Cohen et al. 1990, Clark 1996)

ALARM! Is this not just 20th century 
AI??

Observations certainly not new.  
(This combination may be?)

But the claim is not that these should 
be modelled symbolically 
(representations + rules), just that it 
makes sense to pay attention to these 
aspects of knowledge and knowledge 
dynamics.
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What’s actually happening

30

(Kontogiorgos et al. 2018)
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What’s actually happening
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What’s actually happening

32

INS: So the first one you should take (0.5)  
FOL:                                   mh[m 
INS: is] the frame 
FOL:         [*hands move and stop*] 
INS: But the [one with the stripes ](0.5) 
FOL:                               Ohk[ay 
INS: the] [black one (.) with the stripes 
FOL:      [*hands move to wrong, then corr. one* 
INS: (1.0) perfect
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Language Model

World Model

Situation Model

Discourse Model

Agent Model

Knowledge & Process
Incremental Processing Conversational Grounding

Incremental Learning Multimodal Grounding
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Language Model

World Model

Situation Model

Discourse Model

Agent Model

Knowledge & Process
Incremental Processing Conversational Grounding

Incremental Learning Multimodal Grounding

(Holler & Levinson 2019)

(H. Clark 1996)

(Harnad 1990)

(Harris 2015) 
(E. Clark 2003)

(Levinson 2010)

(McNeill 1992; Kendon 2004)

(Fernández et al. 2011)

(Bowles & 
Gintis 2011)

(Hoppitt & Laland 2013)

Schlangen (forthcoming)

(Christianson & Chater 2016)
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Language Model

World Model

Situation Model

Discourse Model

Agent Model

Knowledge & Process
Incremental Processing Conversational Grounding

Incremental Learning Multimodal Grounding

(Holler & Levinson 2019)

(H. Clark 1996)

(Harnad 1990)

(Harris 2015) 
(E. Clark 2003)

(Levinson 2010)

(McNeill 1992; Kendon 2004)

(Fernández et al. 2011)

(Bowles & 
Gintis 2011)

(Hoppitt & Laland 2013)

Schlangen (forthcoming)

(Christianson & Chater 2016)

Anchoring Processes

Incremental Processing Conversational Grounding

Incremental Learning Multimodal Grounding

now

here

us

(a! of) us

Schlangen (forthcoming)
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Part I. SLU != NLU
Situated Language Understanding is  

different from NLU

36

A multi-party process with tightly  
intervowen linguistic & non-linguistic parts.
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Part I. SLU != NLU
Situated Language Understanding is  

different from NLU

37

A multi-party process with tightly  
intervowen linguistic & non-linguistic parts.

Part II. SuperGLUE, BigBench, etc. : NLU 
:: Dialogue Games : SLU

SLU must be studied with different 
instruments than NLU
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NLU Methodology
• “Intuitively constructed Language Tasks, and lots of them.”

• Researchers come up with a language task (input/output pairing) that 

• they (intuitively) assume challenges language understanding in some 
form, and 

• that can be evaluated per-instance with an easy metric (i.e., that is 
framed as classification), 

• and collect data for it                (see Schlangen, ACL 2021)

• others collect datasets into meta-corpora, turning lots of numbers into 
one number

• bigger is better

38
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SLU Methodology
• “Intentionally constructed Dialogue Games, carefully extended”

• A Dialogue Game is a constructed activity with a clear beginning and 
end, in which players attempt to reach a predetermined goal state 
primarily by means of producing and understanding linguistic material.                         

• “Ich werde auch das Ganze: der Sprache und der Tätigkeiten, mit denen sie 
verwoben ist, das »Sprachspiel« nennen.” //  
“I shall also call the whole, consisting of language and the activities into which it is 
woven, a «language-game».”   (Wittgenstein 1953; PU §7) 
(Also: Sellars 1956, Levinson 1979)

• Examples: Language & Vision navigation in 3D environment 
(Anderson et al. 2018); MeetUp game (Schlangen et al. 2018); ALFRED, 
embodied instruction following (Shridhar et al. 2020)

39
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SLU Methodology
• “Intentionally constructed Dialogue Games, carefully extended”

• A Dialogue Game is a constructed activity with a clear beginning and  
end, in which players attempt to reach a predetermined goal state 
primarily by means of producing and understanding linguistic material.                         

• process, instead of product

• activity type, instead of dataset

• evaluated through experience (phenomenological), not (just) objectively 
 
 
 
 

41

The thing that you give to other researchers is the technical setup for playing that 
game, not (just) protocols of others having played it.
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SLU Methodology
• “Intentionally constructed Dialogue Games, carefully extended”

• Connect features of the game to aspects of the SLU process (knowledge 
domains & anchoring processes)

• Often used: classification of games via main goal, e.g. reference (Krauss & 
Weinheimer 1964), information giving, instruction fo!owing (construction, 
navigation), negotation

• Useful, but doesn’t say enough about the situation. (Which matters for 
situated interaction…)

• Our proposal: A fine-grained taxonomy of dialogue games, with clear 
connections to KD&P model.

42
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- present y/n
- familiar y/n
- real / simulated
- high/low fidelity
- static / dynamic
- manipulable y/n
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Dialogue Game Taxonomy

- mutual observability y/n
- view shared/part/diff.
- spoken / typed
- turn taking free / constr.
- repeated y/n

- role equality / division
- (verbal) action space: free/constrained;
- scoring
- goal type: ref., inf., instr. (nav., constr.), neg.
- activity-level: reactive/proactive
- co-level: control/cooperation/collaboration

Environment 
(relevant objects & 
activities, and how 
they are presented)

Setting 
(how players are 

connected & 
represented)

Game 
(in narrow sense; 

rules; player roles & 
goals)
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- present y/n
- familiar y/n
- real / simulated
- high/low fidelity
- static / dynamic
- manipulable y/n
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Dialogue Game Taxonomy

- mutual observability y/n
- view shared/part/diff.
- spoken / typed
- turn taking free / constr.
- repeated y/n

- role equality / division
- (verbal) action space: free/constrained;
- scoring
- goal type: ref., inf., instr. (nav., constr.), neg.
- activity-level: reactive/proactive
- co-level: control/cooperation/collaboration

Environment 
(relevant objects & 
activities, and how 
they are presented)

Setting 
(how players are 

connected & 
represented)

Game 
(in narrow sense; 

rules; player roles & 
goals)

Example: “Visual 
Dialog” (Das et al. 2017)
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- present y/n
- familiar y/n
- real / simulated
- high/low fidelity
- static / dynamic
- manipulable y/n
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Language Model

World Model

Situation Model

Discourse Model

Agent Model

Incremental 
Processing

Conversational 
Grounding

Incremental 
Learning

Multimodal 
Grounding

Game & KDP

- mutual observability y/n
- view shared/part/diff.
- spoken / typed
- turn taking free / constr.
- repeated y/n

- role equality / division
- (verbal) action space: free/constrained;
- scoring
- goal type: ref., inf., instr. (nav., constr.), neg.
- activity-level: reactive/proactive
- co-level: control/cooperation/collaboration
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SLU Methodology
• “Intentionally constructed Dialogue Games, carefully extended”

• This doesn’t suggest a simple linear complexity hierarchy — there are 
many dimensions and aspects at play.

• But still, among the features, there is some notion of what makes things 
easier / puts more restrictions on interaction, and what does this less.

• A good SLU model should be easy to extend to the next less restricted 
setting. 
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Onwards and Upwards

Environment

• present y ~ n

• familiar y ~ n

• real > simulated

• high fidelity ~ low

• dynamic > static 

47

⟘ ⟙
unrestricted, self-
organised face-to-
face interaction

VQA, 
vis dial

Setting

• spoken > typed

• embodiment y > n

• repeated y > n

• view shared ~ part 
~ diff

Game

• role equality > div.

• action space unrestr. > 
restr.

• symmetry > asymmetry

• negot. ~ instr. foll. > inf. 
> ref.

• collab. > coop. > control
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Part I. SLU != NLU
Situated Language Understanding is  

different from NLU

48

A multi-party process with tightly  
intervowen linguistic & non-linguistic parts.

Part II. SuperGLUE, BigBench, etc. : NLU 
:: Dialogue Games : SLU

SLU must be studied with different 
instruments than NLU 

With carefully constructed, extensible  
& re-usable Dialogue Games
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Part I. SLU != NLU
Situated Language Understanding is  

different from NLU
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A multi-party process with tightly  
intervowen linguistic & non-linguistic parts.

Part II. SuperGLUE, BigBench, etc. : NLU 
:: Dialogue Games : SLU

SLU must be studied with different 
instruments than NLU 

With carefully constructed, extensible  
& re-usable Dialogue Games
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The Story
• Part I: SLU != NLU

• the puzzle

• context representations 
and update functions

• a motivating example

• types of context

• the example, in the real 
world

• update functions

• Part II: Dialogue Games

• process, not product

• motivated games

• taxonomy: environment, 
setting, game; & how 
this maps to contexts 
and updates

• outlook: Dialogue Game 
Players (cognitive 
architectures)
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Talks that Weren’t

• An alternative (complementary) angle that I haven’t taken 
here is learning. Good reasons to think that situated LU 
requires situated learning (rather than batch-observational 
learning).

• Piaget (stages)

• Vygotzky (zone of proximal development, scaffolding)

• Also: There’s an argument to be had that “real” language 
understanding is situated language understanding (& entities 
that only do NLU aren’t “real” language understanders). 
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Language Model

World Model

Situation Model

Discourse Model

Agent Model

Research Programme
Incremental Processing Conversational Grounding

Incremental Learning

(Madureira & Schlangen, EMNLP 2020) 
(Kahadipraja et al. , EMNL 2021)

Multimodal Grounding

(Loáiciga et al., COLING 2022) 
(Beyer et al., NAACL 2021)

(Galetzka et al., ACL 2021) 
(Galetzka et al., LREC 2020)

(Götze et al., LREC 2022)

(Madureira & Schlangen, ACL 2022)
(Madureira & Schlangen, EACL 2023)

(Götze et al., semdial 2022)
(Sadler & Schlangen, EACL 2023)



An embodied joint 
construction game…



Thank you.
Questions, Comments?
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